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W H A T  A B O U T  W E B  C O O K I E S

Now, what are cookies? 
Cookies are text information saved on your device by the
website you visit to help the website perform certain
operations with the saved information. These operations
include adverts, identifying your preferences, login etc.

How does it work? 
When you freshly visit a website, the website create a
file on your system which it save with an ID it can
recognize later and in this file it saves certain things
about your log in details, preferences as you browse,
location, the ads you check, the items you look at etc.
These info are saved on the file called cookie and saved
on your device browser. Then the ID is saved on the
website database. 
So the website looks back at the cookies saved on your
device browser anytime you click on the website and it
uses the cookies to perform everything it does and make
your navigation easy too. 
The website can also add to the cookies saved on your
device as time goes unless you control what cookies to
be taken from you. 



C O O K I E S  G E T  C L A S S
Different types of cookies 
In choosing which cookies to be allowed on your
browser. There are different types of cookies you
would see. They include :
1. Strictly necessary cookies: you may not be able to
prevent this as it helps the websites work. Most times
it is always set to be active 
2. Functional cookies: enhance site functionality of the
website and personalization 
3. Performance cookies : count logins, visit, traffics,
preferences etc. 
4. Targeting cookies 
5. Third Party Cookies : these are majorly used by ads
companies. It can be prevented. 

Forms of cookies 
1. Permanent cookies: These are forms of cookies that
are available for a long time. Some laws restrict it to 12
months. After deleting they still stay on the website 
2. Flash cookies: Majorly used by websites using Adobe
flash player. 
3. Zombie cookies: reproduce itself after deleting and
very hard to remove 



C O O K I E S  G E T  U S E  

What are cookies for? 
1. To identify you online 
2. Analyze your preferences 
3. Make it easy for subsequent login 
4. To generate adverts for you based
on your preferences. 
5. General session management

So can I control cookies? 
Yes. You can control the use of cookies from your
website. There is partial control and total control.
However, choosing not to allow a website use
cookies mean you won't be able to use the site.
Some site won't even allow you to continue your
session if cookies are off. 
To control your cookies use, check your browser
privacy and control or block cookies there. You
can also clear the cookies in the location on your
browser. 



T H I S  C O O K I E  T H I N G

Can cookies be attacked in cyber attack? 
Yes. Cookies can also be attacked amongst other
things during a cyber attack. These include 
1. Cookiejacking
2. Cookie theft
3.  Network eavesdropping 
4. Cache poisoning

Ha!  What then should I do? 
Browse incognito if possible. 
Anonymyze your presence online by using VPN. 
Control cookies in your browser. 
Clean up your cookies often. 
You may only need to shut down third party
cookies alone if you want to enjoy a better web
experience online. 



C O O K I E S  G E T  L A W

Are there laws relating to cookies? 

Most data protection regulations compel websites to
inform users of the following 
1. How cookies are used and what they are used for? 
2. Explain reasons for the use of the cookies 
3. Get consent before saving cookies on user's device. 

You may put this information in your privacy policy
or better still draft a separate cookies policy. 

Any punishment ?
Where organizations failed to comply with the law as
regards to cookies they may pay penalized with
payment of fine. 
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